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FACTORY 1

The Silk Road
8 WEEKS – 5 DIFFERENT FACTORIES
FROM SILK COCOON TO SILK TOP

# 01 Silk worms – only food source mulburry leaves

# 02 Silk cocoons

FACTORY 2

# 03 Cocoons in bags

# 04 Cocoons are sorted

# 05 Cocoons are steamed

# 06 Cocoons are washed

# 07 Machine catches the thread

FACTORY 3

# 08 Spinning the yarn to thread

# 09 Yarn to skeins

# 10 Dye laboratory

# 11 Knitting swatch for col. approval

# 12 Dying the yarn

# 13 Dyed yarn

FACTORY 4

#14 knitting the fabric

# 15 QC on knitted tubes

# 16 Finished knitted tubes

# 17 Cutting room

# 18 Lace cut by hand

# 19 Tacking the lace

# 20 Stitching the garment

# 21 Factory floor

# 22 QC cutting and trim

# 23 QC the garment-1

# 24 QC the garment-2

# 25 QC the garment-3

# 25 QC the garment-4

# 26 Packing-1

# 26 Packing-2

FACTORY 5

SILK
The production of silk, sericulture, has a rich history dating back several thousand years.
Today, sericulture has been mastered by many countries, however China still produces
about half of all silk, more than any other country.
They are true masters at the process of raising silkworms, harvesting their cocoons,
retrieving the silk filament from each of the cocoons, spinning it into silk threads,
weaving it into silk cloth, dying it and/or lavishly embroidering it.
The Chinese silk system is divided into grades 4A/3A/2A/A/B where 4A is the best and B
is the poorest. The fibers in higher grade silk are longer, approx. 6-7 cm compared to a lower
grade silk which is approx. 2 cm, giving the yarn a finer and smoother appearance.
No knot will appear in the higher grade silk. Grade 4A silk produces a purer colour
compared to the lower grade which comes out more grayish/yellowish.
Rosemunde uses only grade 4A silk from the Jiangsu province in a mix of 70% silk
and 30% cotton – added to keep the shape while wearing and washing. Cotton also
gives the tops a softer and thicker hand feel. Cotton has a natural ability to absorb
moisture and heat from the body where silk provides coolness.
The silk/cotton combination keeps warm when it is cold and cold when it
is hot. Rosemunde silk tops are knitted as tubes with no side seams,
resulting in a great fit no matter the body shape.

